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Abstract: Injectable and stimuli-responsive hydrogels have attracted attention in molecular 

imaging and drug delivery because encapsulated diagnostic or therapeutic components in the 

hydrogel can be used to image or change the microenvironment of the injection site by control-

ling various stimuli such as enzymes, temperature, pH, and photonic energy. In this study, we 

developed a novel injectable and photoresponsive composite hydrogel composed of anticancer 

drugs, imaging contrast agents, bio-derived collagen, and multifaceted anionic polypeptide, poly 

(γ-glutamic acid) (γ-PGA). By the introduction of γ-PGA, the intrinsic temperature-dependent 

phase transition behavior of collagen was modified to a low viscous sol state at room temperature 

and nonflowing gel state around body temperature. The modified temperature-dependent phase 

transition behavior of collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels was also evaluated after loading of near-infrared 

(NIR) fluorophore, indocyanine green (ICG), which could transform absorbed NIR photonic 

energy into thermal energy. By taking advantage of the abundant carboxylate groups in γ-PGA, 

cationic-charged doxorubicin (Dox) and hydrophobic MnFe
2
O

4
 magnetic nanoparticles were 

also incorporated successfully into the collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels. By illumination of NIR light 

on the collagen/γ-PGA/Dox/ICG/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogels, the release kinetics of Dox and magnetic 

relaxation of MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles could be modulated. The experimental results suggest that 

the novel injectable and NIR-responsive collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels developed in this study 

can be used as a theranostic platform after loading of various molecular imaging probes and 

therapeutic components.

Keywords: hydrogel, photothermal, near-infrared, drug delivery, magnetic nanoparticles

Introduction
The design and fabrication of multifunctional hydrogels are important issues in both 

the pharmaceutical and medical research fields because of their high potential for use in 

molecular imaging, drug delivery, and tissue engineering.1–9 By modulating the chemical 

or physical interactions between natural and/or synthetic polymeric materials, various 

types of hydrogels have been developed.10–15 Although the chemical gelation strategy 

using synthetic polymers shows advantages, such as the systematic control of molecular 

structure and resultant hydrogel properties, toxicity issues still limit their wide adop-

tion in clinical fields.10,12,13 In contrast, physical hydrogels based on natural polymers 

exhibit excellent biocompatibility and have been used in humans for many years.11,12,14,15 

However, few resources are available for modulation of the physicochemical properties 

of natural polymer-based hydrogels adapted to their target applications.11,14,15 Collagens 

are one of the major hydrogel component materials studied as drug delivery carriers and 

scaffolds for cell therapy.16–20 They are the major structural proteins of most connective 
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tissues such as skin, bone, and tendons, providing structural 

integrity to the tissues. Because of their triple helix structure 

and ability to interact with water molecules, collagens showed 

interesting temperature-dependent gelation behaviors. The 

fibril structures were well-dispersed in aqueous solution at 

low temperature, while they formed a gel at elevated tem-

perature via the aggregation of the fibril structure.16,17 To 

improve the weak mechanical properties and rapid degrada-

tion characteristics of collagen, high-concentration collagen 

solutions and cross-linked collagen gels are used in various 

applications.21,22 However, the high viscosity and gelation 

properties of highly concentrated collagen solutions at room 

temperature limit their use. Furthermore, there are few avail-

able chemical moieties of collagen backbone structured by 

glycine, proline, and hydroxyproline, limiting the robust 

incorporation of various multifunctional components such 

as chemical drugs and nanoparticles.21,23

In this study, injectable and multifunctional hydrogels 

were developed by modulating the intrinsic thermorespon-

sive gelation behavior of collagen with poly(γ-glutamic 

acid) (γ-PGA), a multifaceted anionic polymer electrolyte. 

γ-PGA is a hydrophilic anionic polymer that is biodegradable 

and has attracted interest as a promising biomaterial for a 

variety of applications in medicine, cosmetics, and the food 

industry.24–26 Here, we found that γ-PGA material has a robust 

chemical moiety that can be used to develop multifunctional 

collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels based on the following multi-

faceted properties (Scheme 1): 1) through the introduction 

of γ-PGA, the intrinsic phase transition behavior of high-

concentration collagen solutions could be modified to a low 

viscous sol state at room temperature and nonflowing gel state 

at approximately body temperature (ie, injectable hydrogel); 

2) based on the anionic character of γ-PGA, cationic-charged 

Doxorubicin (Dox) was successfully incorporated into the 

Scheme 1 schematic illustrations of the fabrication and photothermal-modulating strategy of injectable collagen/γ-Pga/Dox/Icg/MnFe2O4 hydrogels.
Notes: collagen/γ-Pga hydrogels containing MnFe2O4, Dox, and Icg (collagen/γ-Pga/Dox/Icg/MnFe2O4 hydrogels) were fabricated by mixing collagen solution and γ-Pga 
solution containing γ-Pga-coated MnFe2O4, Dox, and Icg. collagen/γ-Pga/Dox/Icg/MnFe2O4 complexes were easy to inject using a syringe and formed hydrogels after 
injection into the body. Following hydrogel formation, collagen/γ-Pga/Dox/Icg/MnFe2O4 hydrogels were disrupted after irradiation with an NIr laser. This resulted in the 
release of Dox, Icg, and MnFe2O4 from the hydrogels.
Abbreviations: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); Dox, doxorubicin; Icg, indocyanine green; NIr, near-infrared; PBs, phosphate-buffered saline; T, temperature.
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collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels; 3) by taking advantage of the 

abundant carboxylate groups in γ-PGA, the hydrophobic 

surface of MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles could be easily modified 

with hydrophilic γ-PGA and successfully incorporated into 

collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels. To develop collagen/γ-PGA 

hydrogels with photothermal-modulation properties, the 

hydrogels were also loaded with near-infrared (NIR) fluo-

rophore, indocyanine green (ICG), which could transform 

absorbed NIR photonic energy into thermal energy. Finally, 

we showed that the hydrogels could be used for photother-

mally modulated anticancer drug delivery as a therapeutic 

intervention as well as for magnetic relaxation as a diagnostic 

strategy (Scheme 1).

Materials and methods
Materials
γ-PGA (K+ form; Mw =500 kDa) was kindly provided by 

BioLeaders Corporation (Daejeon, Republic of Korea). 

Collagen (type 1) was purchased from Bioland Corporation 

(Cheonan, Republic of Korea). Clinical-grade ICG was 

purchased from Dong In Dang Pharm (Siheung, Republic 

of Korea). Dox (HCl form) was obtained from ChemieTek 

(Indianapolis, IN, USA). Granulocyte macrophage colony-

stimulating factor (GM-CSF) was purchased from R&D 

Systems (Minneapolis, MN, USA). To synthesize magnetic 

nanoparticles (MnFe
2
O

4
), iron (III) acetylacetonate, man-

ganese (II) acetylacetonate, 1,2-hexadecanediol, oleic acid, 

oleylamine, and 1-octadecene were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA).

Methods
Preparation and characterization of collagen/γ-Pga 
hydrogels
A 2% (w/v) collagen solution was prepared by mixing col-

lagen into phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution with 

mild shaking at 4°C for 5 min. The solution was stored at 

4°C for 2 days with 5 min mild shaking every 8 h. A 2% 

(w/v) γ-PGA solution was prepared by dissolving γ-PGA 

into PBS with a rotator mixer. Collagen/γ-PGA solution was 

prepared by mixing the above collagen and γ-PGA solution 

(volume ratio 4:1). The final concentrations of collagen and 

γ-PGA were 1.6% and 0.4%, respectively. The rheological 

properties of only collagen and collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels 

were studied using a Bohlin Gemini II (Malvern Instruments 

Ltd., Malvern, UK). A parallel geometry plate (with a 25-mm 

diameter and 1-mm gap) was used for all measurement. To 

investigate the effect of urea on collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels, 

500 µL of mixed collagen/γ-PGA solution was loaded into a 

4-mL glass vial and incubated at 37°C for 30 min to formulate 

the hydrogel. The same volume of urea, dissolved in PBS, 

was added on top of the hydrogel, and the stability of hydrogel 

was observed over time. For scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) observation, a sample of collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel 

was lyophilized. Thereafter, a broken cross-section of the 

sample was sputtered with platinum and examined by field 

emission SEM (JSM-7000F, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

In vivo study in mice
BALB/c nude mice (female, 6–7 weeks old) were purchased 

from Orient Bio (Seongnam, Republic of Korea) and main-

tained under pathogen-free conditions. The animal study 

was reviewed and approved by the institutional animal care 

and use committee of Sungkyunkwan University School of 

Medicine, which is an accredited facility by the Association 

for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal 

Care International and abides by the Institute of Laboratory 

Animal Resources guide.

Photothermal effect on collagen/γ-Pga/Icg 
hydrogels
To investigate the photothermal effect on collagen/γ-PGA 

hydrogel, ICG (10–100 µg) as an NIR absorbing dye was 

added to the collagen/γ-PGA solutions (1 mL) and the solu-

tions were then incubated at 37°C for 30 min to formulate 

hydrogel. Next, an NIR laser (760 nm laser diode, Photo-

digm, Richardson, TX, USA) was used to illuminate the 

collagen/γ-PGA/ICG hydrogel (0.47 W/cm2, 3 min). For 

NIR fluorescence imaging, collagen/γ-PGA/ICG hydrogel 

was placed in a chamber sealed from light and connected to a 

cold charge-coupled device camera (Orca ERG; Hamamatsu 

Photonics, Hamamatsu City, Japan). NIR images of ICG 

in the collagen/γ-PGA/ICG hydrogel were acquired using 

a 760-nm LED light as the excitation light source and an 

845/55 emission filter. To confirm the temperature increase in 

collagen/γ-PGA/ICG hydrogel after irradiation with an NIR 

laser (0.63 W/cm2, 5 min), the change in temperature of the 

collagen/γ-PGA/ICG hydrogel in vivo was measured using 

a thermal imaging camera (FLIR TG165, FLIR Instruments, 

Wilsonville, OR, USA).

Photothermal-modulated release analysis of Dox 
and gM-csF from collagen/γ-Pga hydrogels
First, 1 mg of 500 kDa γ-PGA and 1 mg of Dox (HCl form) 

were dissolved in deionized water at 1 mg/mL. Both solu-

tions were mixed under agitation for 1 h at room temperature 

and freeze-dried. Dried samples were dissolved in 50 µL 
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PBS, and then 200 µL of 20 mg/mL collagen solution was 

added, followed by vigorous vortexing for 1 min. For GM-

CSF, 1 mg of 500 kDa γ-PGA was dissolved in 25 µL PBS 

and 500 ng of GM-CSF was dissolved in 25 µL PBS. Both 

solutions were mixed under agitation for 10 min at room 

temperature, and then 200 µL of 20 mg/mL collagen solu-

tion was added, followed by vortexing for 1 min. Mixed 

solutions were loaded into Millicell® Cell culture inserts 

(Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), and the inserts were placed 

in a 12-well plate and incubated at 37°C for 30 min. Next, 

1 mL of PBS was added to each well, and the plate was 

incubated at 37°C with shaking at 80 rpm. Samples released 

from the inserts were collected at each time point, and 1 mL 

of fresh PBS was added. Collected samples were frozen until 

analysis. To measure the release profile of encapsulated Dox 

and GM-CSF at elevated temperature, an NIR laser was used 

to illuminate the collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel until the tempera-

ture of the hydrogel had increased to approximately 42°C. 

The released Dox was quantified using a ultraviolet–visible 

(UV-vis) spectrophotometer (UV-1800, Shimadzu Corp., 

Kyoto, Japan), analyzed at 495 nm, and GM-CSF was quan-

tified using Mouse GM-CSF ELISA set (BD Biosciences, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

In vitro and in vivo photothermal-modulated 
magnetic relaxation in collagen/γ-Pga/MnFe2O4 
hydrogels
Manganese-doped superparamagnetic iron oxide nanopar-

ticles (MnFe
2
O

4
) were first synthesized by the thermal decom-

position method as described previously.27 To prepare γ-PGA 

coated MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles, the MnFe

2
O

4
 nanoparticle 

suspension in chloroform (100 mg/10 mL) was mixed with 

γ-PGA in DMSO (100 mg/10 mL). The mixture was stirred 

at 60°C for 2 h. After the reaction, the solution was cooled to 

room temperature and washed by centrifugation with a cosol-

vent (ethanol, chloroform, and hexane, 1:1:2) to eliminate 

unreacted reagents. γ-PGA-coated MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles 

obtained as black pellets were placed in vacuum desiccators 

overnight after removal of the cosolvent. Collagen/γ-PGA/

MnFe
2
O

4
 solution was prepared by mixing collagen and 

γ-PGA solution containing MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles (volume 

ratio 4:1). Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging experiments of 

the collagen/γ-PGA/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogel were performed on a 

600 MHz (14 T) Bruker nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

spectrometer (Avance DMX600, Bruker, Billerica, MA, 

USA) equipped with a triple-gradient system for microscopic 

imaging. The maximum gradient strength was 200 G/cm, and 

a 5-mm double-tuned radiofrequency coil was used. For MR 

spectral measurement of the collagen/γ-PGA/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydro-

gel, the hydrogel was placed in standard Wilmad 5-mm NMR 

tubes. To differentiate collagen/γ-PGA/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogel 

MR image, we designed a special device for sample filling: 

one 1.9-mm (inner diameter =1.5 mm) capillary tube was 

inserted into a standard Wilmad 5-mm NMR tube. In each 

experiment, one NMR tube was filled with collagen/γ-PGA/

MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogel, while another capillary tube was filled 

with collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel. To confirm the photothermal-

modulated change of the MR image and relaxation time 

in vivo, collagen/γ-PGA/ICG/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogels (100 µL) 

were injected subcutaneously into left and right hind legs of 

female BALB/c nude mice (6–7 weeks old). One hour after 

injection of collagen/γ-PGA/ICG/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogels, only 

the left side was irradiated with the NIR laser (0.63 W/cm2, 

3 min). For MR imaging, the mouse was placed inside the MR 

coil. The mouse was anesthetized with 4% (v/v) isoflurane/O
2
 

and maintained in a 1%–2% (v/v) isoflurane/O
2
 atmosphere 

during the experiments. T2-weighted MR images and T2 

relaxation times of mice injected with collagen/γ-PGA/ICG/

MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogel were obtained using a Bruker Biospin 

4.7 T scanner with a quadrature birdcage radiofrequency coil 

(35 mm inner diameter, Bruker).

Results and discussion
characterization of collagen/γ-Pga 
hydrogels
When γ-PGA was mixed with a high concentration of 

collagen (20 mg/mL) at room temperature (25°C), highly 

viscous and transparent collagen solution was changed to 

a low viscous and turbid solution (Figure 1A and B). This 

suggests that a new complex structure was generated by the 

molecular interaction between collagen and γ-PGA. How-

ever, the collagen/γ-PGA mixture remained in the sol state 

at 25°C. In contrast, when the temperature was increased to 

body temperature (37°C), the viscosity of the collagen/γ-PGA 

mixture was dramatically increased, suggesting that a gel 

structure had been formed (Figure 1B). As for the ratio of 

collagen and γ-PGA, when the mass ratio of γ-PGA was less 

than 20%, the viscosity decrease effect was insignificant, and 

when it was more than 20%, the gelation did not occur. In a 

temperature sweep, the elastic modulus of a collagen/γ-PGA 

hydrogel showed a drastic increase up to 130 Pa between 

35°C and 42°C, which suggested the phase transition from 

sol to gel, while it was decreased rapidly at more than 42°C, 

which suggested the breakup of the formed gel (Figure S1). 

As the temperature was increased to greater than 42°C, the 

hydrogel structure began to break into turbid sols and then 
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transparent sols again (Figure 1B). These results suggest 

that the intermolecular hydrogen bond interactions between 

triple helices in collagen were completely disrupted, and the 

collagen gel structure could not sustain the gel structure at 

42°C.16,17 In fact, collagens are known to form highly viscous 

solutions via strong hydrogen bonding interactions between 

triple helices in addition to water-mediated hydrogen bond-

ing between water molecules and the triple helices.16,17 To 

investigate the role of hydrogen bonding interaction in the 

gelation of collagen hydrogel, we used urea as a hydrogen 

bonding inhibitor.28,29 In the presence of high urea concen-

trations, the collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel began to break down 

and became transparent even at body temperature (Figure 2). 

These results suggest that urea inhibited hydrogen bond-

ing interactions in hydrogels. When γ-PGA was mixed 

with collagens, γ-PGA could also act as an inhibitor of the 

hydrogen bonding interactions between triple helices. The 

abundant carboxylate groups as well as carbonyl and nitrogen 

moieties in the amide linkage of γ-PGA may interact with 

triple helix chains via hydrogen bonding interactions. When 

γ-PGA having high viscosity was added into the collagen, the 

viscosity of the mixture should be increased if there is no spe-

cial interaction between collagen and γ-PGA. However, the 

viscosity of the mixture was drastically reduced, suggesting 

the strong interaction between two materials and formation 

of a new structure. Because γ-PGA has a lot of carboxyl, 

amide, and carbonyl groups, they can bind with triple helix 

of collagen by hydrogen bond interaction.30–32 Therefore, the 

viscosity of the collagen solution was dramatically reduced 

upon addition of γ-PGA (Figure 1A). Furthermore, γ-PGA 

could also absorb a large number of water molecules because 

of the abundant carboxylate groups.33 The highly porous 

gel structure of collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels, which was not 

observed in conventional collagen hydrogels, suggests 

that strong interactions occur between γ-PGA and water 

molecules (Figure 3). The pores in the hydrogels indicate 

the location of water molecules before freeze-drying of the 

hydrogel solutions. These results suggest that the intrinsic 

gelation character of high concentration collagen solutions 

can be modified to exhibit a low viscous sol state at room 

temperature and nonflowing gel state at approximately 

body temperature by introducing γ-PGA. As mentioned, the 

gelation behavior in collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels is related to 

the electrostatic interactions between cationic collagen and 

anionic γ-PGA in addition to the hydrogen bond interactions 

between them.

Photothermal effect on collagen/γ-Pga/
Icg hydrogels
As observed previously for the temperature-dependent phase 

transition behavior of the collagen/γ-PGA complex, distinct 

phase transitions were detected in two temperature ranges. 

Although the collagen/γ-PGA complex is a free-flowing 

sol at ambient temperature, the complex is converted into a 

nonflowing gel at physiological temperature upon injection 

into body, which can serve as a sustained delivery depot 

Figure 1 rheological properties of collagen/γ-Pga hydrogel.
Notes: (A) Viscosities and photographs of collagen only and collagen/γ-Pga complex at 25°c. (B) Viscosities and photographs of collagen/γ-Pga complex at 25°c, 37°c, 
and 42°c.
Abbreviation: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid).

γ

γ
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in vivo. As the temperature is increased up to 42°C, the 

hydrogel structure began to break into turbid sols followed 

by transparent sols. Because the 1st and 2nd transitions 

occurred at approximately 37°C (body temperature) and 

42°C (cell death), the injectable hydrogel can be designed 

to form an in situ gel at body temperature and release encap-

sulated drugs in a controlled manner. At 42°C, the so-called 

“hyperthermia” effect can be used as a combined cancer 

therapeutic strategy.34,35 At this temperature, cancer cells 

begin to die because of apoptosis or necrosis, which can be 

accelerated by a burst release of encapsulated anticancer 

drugs during destruction of the hydrogel structure. To test 

the feasibility of this photothermal effect, collagen/γ-PGA 

hydrogel containing ICG, an NIR light-absorbing dye widely 

used in human clinics as an NIR imaging contrast agent and 

phototherapeutic drug, was fabricated.36–38 When an NIR laser 

Figure 2 effect of different concentrations of urea (hydrogen bonding inhibitor) on stability of collagen/γ-Pga hydrogels.
Note: stability of collagen/γ-Pga hydrogels was measured at ambient temperature.
Abbreviations: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); PBs, phosphate-buffered saline.

Figure 3 seM images of (A) collagen only and (B) collagen/γ-Pga hydrogels after gelation at 37°c for 30 min.
Notes: scale bar represents 100 µm. Magnification ×250.
Abbreviations: seM, scanning electron microscopy; γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid).
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(λ=785 nm) was illuminated on collagen/γ-PGA/ICG hydro-

gel at body temperature, the illuminated core was changed 

into transparent sol because the ICG strongly absorbed NIR 

light, and the absorbed light energy was converted into heat, 

which increased the temperature of the illuminated region 

and induced a phase transition (Figure 4). When the hydro-

gel was injected into mice and an NIR laser was applied for 

illumination, an NIR fluorescence signal was also generated 

(Figures 4 and S2). These results suggest that the in situ 

formed hydrogel structure was disrupted at approximately 

42°C and encapsulated ICG was released over time. Because 

the concentration of ICG in the core of hydrogel was very 

high before NIR heating, a weak NIR fluorescence signal 

was generated via self-quenching. However, heating of the 

hydrogel can accelerate the release of encapsulated ICG, 

and the quenched NIR signal recovers over time.39 When 

we measured the temperature change of collagen/γ-PGA/

ICG hydrogels having various concentration of ICG with 

irradiation of NIR laser, the temperature increase was highly 

dependent on the concentration of ICG. When the concen-

tration of ICG was 10 µg/mL, the temperature increase 

was very slow and could not reach around 42°C even after 

3 min irradiation, but when the concentration of ICG was 

200 µg/mL, the temperature increase rate was too fast and it 

was not easy to control the temperature change in a systematic 

way (Figure S3). Therefore, hydrogels were prepared at ICG 

concentration of 100 µg/mL for the photothermal-modulated 

drug delivery and magnetic relaxation. We also investigated 

the effect of ICG concentration on the increase in body 

temperature after the collagen/γ-PGA/ICG hydrogel was 

injected into mice. As shown in Figures 5 and S4, the tem-

perature increase was dependent on the ICG concentration 

in the hydrogel. While there was no temperature increase 

in mice injected with collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel alone, the 

temperature was increased from 36.7°C to 48.1°C after 

5 min NIR laser illumination in mice injected with collagen/ 

γ-PGA/ICG hydrogel (100 µg of ICG). These results suggest 

that a temperature-responsive phase transition behavior of 

collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel can be achieved and modulated 

using NIR light based on the photothermal effect.

Photothermal-modulated delivery of Dox 
and gM-csF by collagen/γ-Pga/Icg 
hydrogels
Based on the experimental results of the photomodulated 

phase transition, an injectable collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel can 

be designed to deliver therapeutic agents at predetermined 

rates to achieve a desirable, effective drug concentration 

during a specified time. We investigated whether the hydrogel 

could be used for the on-demand release of anticancer drugs 

in a spatiotemporally controlled manner. We used Dox, a 

model anticancer drug, to evaluate the release characteris-

tics of the collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel before and after NIR 

laser treatment. As shown in Figure 6A, Dox release was 

°

°

Figure 4 Fluorescence recovery of Icg in collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogels after irradiation with NIr laser.
Notes: The inset of the left panel is a photograph of collagen/γ-Pga/Icg (collagen/γ-Pga hydrogels containing Icg) before and after irradiation with an NIr laser. right 
panel is schematic illustration of mechanism of fluorescence recovery of ICG in collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogels after irradiation with an NIr laser.
Abbreviations: Icg, indocyanine green; γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); NIr, near-infrared; T, temperature.
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Figure 5 In vivo temperature change in mice injected with collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogel after irradiation with an NIr laser.
Notes: Temperature in mice injected with collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogels before and after irradiation with an NIr laser. The concentrations of Icg in the hydrogels were 
0, 10, and 100 µg/ml respectively.
Abbreviations: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); Icg, indocyanine green; NIr, near-infrared.

° ° °

° ° °

Figure 6 Photothermal-modulated release profile of (A) Dox and (B) gM-csF from collagen/γ-Pga hydrogel.
Note: • = release profile at 37°c,  = release profile after photothermal treatment.
Abbreviations: Dox, doxorubicin; gM-csF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid).

very slow and only 18% of encapsulated drug was released 

even after 4 days. Because Dox has a cationic charge, it 

can bind strongly to the anionic γ-PGA of the hydrogel via 

electrostatic interactions, and so the release of Dox in the 

hydrogel can be retarded. However, when NIR laser was 

used to illuminate the collagen/γ-PGA/Dox hydrogel, the rate 

of Dox release was increased, which is related to the loose 

structure of the hydrogel induced by the phase transition. 

As a model protein drug, GM-CSF was also encapsulated in 

the collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel. GM-CSF, which is a cytokine 

produced by a variety of immune cells including T-cells, 

macrophages, endothelial cells, and fibroblasts upon receiv-

ing an immune stimulus, has been widely used as immune 

modulator.40 The release of encapsulated GM-CSF protein 
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Figure 7 Phase transition and change in Mr properties of collagen/γ-Pga/MnFe2O4 hydrogels.
Notes: (A) Photographs of phase transition for collagen/γ-Pga/MnFe2O4 hydrogel. Photographs were obtained in vials and NMr tubes. (B) resonance-selective discrimination 
of Mr images for collagen/γ-Pga and collagen/γ-Pga/MnFe2O4 hydrogels with temperature increase. Inner area indicates collagen/γ-Pga hydrogel without MnFe2O4 and 
outer area indicates collagen/γ-Pga/MnFe2O4 hydrogel. Mr imaging experiment was performed on a 600 Mhz NMr spectrometer. (C) schematic illustration of the change 
in T2 relaxation time due to phase transition of collagen/γ-Pga/MnFe2O4 hydrogel with temperature increase.
Abbreviations: Mr, magnetic resonance; γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); NMr, nuclear magnetic resonance; Te, echo time.

°
°

°

°

° ° °

was also increased after illumination with the NIR laser 

(Figure 6B). Based on these results, the collagen/γ-PGA/GM-

CSF hydrogel can be used as an immune priming center to 

recruit immune cells and tailor the body’s immune response.41 

In the future, these results can be extended for combination 

cancer therapy, in which NIR light can be used to illuminate 

hydrogel-containing therapeutic drugs in order to increase 

both the temperature of collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel up to 42°C 

to destruct tumor cells through hyperthermia and induce the 

release of loaded anticancer drugs into tumor cells.

Photothermal-modulated magnetic 
relaxation in collagen/γ-Pga/Icg/
MnFe2O4 hydrogels
We also investigated whether the photoresponsive collagen/ 

γ-PGA hydrogel can be used for in vivo monitoring of the 

phase transition using molecular imaging technology such as 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Because MRI provides a 

high-resolution image and soft tissue contrast without requir-

ing radiation exposure, this method is considered an excellent 

imaging tool for noninvasive in vivo imaging.42–46 To fabricate 

hydrogels containing magnetic nanoparticles as MRI contrast 

agents, we synthesized MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles in organic sol-

vents and transferred the hydrophobic MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles 

into aqueous solutions using anionic-charged γ-PGA.27 The 

γ-PGA-coated MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles were used for hydrogel 

formation by complexing with collagen as described above. 

As shown in Figure 7A, the collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels con-

taining MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles (collagen/γ-PGA/MnFe

2
O

4
) 

exhibited similar phase transition behavior as shown in 

Figure 1. When the temperature of NMR tubes containing 

collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels (inner tube) and collagen/γ-PGA/

MnFe
2
O

4
 (outer tube) was changed, T2 brightening effect was 

observed in the outer tube, while there was no change in the 

inner tube (Figure 7B). The T2 relaxation time of collagen/

γ-PGA/MnFe
2
O

4
 was changed from 32.44 ms (25°C) to 

29.95 ms (37°C) as well as from 29.95 ms (37°C) to 36.37 ms 

(42°C). Because the distance between MnFe
2
O

4
 nanoparticles 

is increased during the phase transition from the gel state to 

the sol state, the magnetic relaxation value was changed and 

T2 relaxation time was increased, inducing T2 brightening 

when the temperature was increased from 37°C to 42°C 

(Figure 7C).42,43 Following these in vitro experiments, we 

investigated whether the same effect occurred in vivo. When 

NIR laser was illuminated on the injected collagen/γ-PGA/

ICG/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogels, T2 brightening was also observed, 

while no MR signal change was observed in hydrogels not 

treated with an NIR laser (Figure 8A). The T2 relaxation 

time of hydrogels illuminated with the NIR laser changed 

from 43.59 ms (37°C) to 57.96 ms (42°C) (Figure 8B). These 

results suggest that collagen/γ-PGA hydrogels can be used for 

photomodulated delivery of anticancer drugs, and the phase 

transition behavior in vivo can be monitored by magnetic 

relaxation changes. Notably, the collagen/γ-PGA hydrogel is 
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Figure 8 In vivo T2 brightening effect of collagen/γ-Pga/Icg/MnFe2O4 hydrogels.
Notes: (A) In vivo photothermal-modulated change of Mr image for mice injected with collagen/γ-Pga/Icg/MnFe2O4 hydrogels. In each image after injection of hydrogel, 
left circle area indicates part without NIr laser irradiation and right circle area indicates part with NIr laser irradiation. (B) T2 relaxation time of part injected with collagen/ 
γ-Pga/Icg/MnFe2O4 hydrogels with or without irradiation of NIr laser.
Abbreviations: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); Icg, indocyanine green; Mr, magnetic resonance; NIr, near-infrared; Te, echo time.

γ

γ

advantageous from a material regulation perspective because 

the hydrogel formed via elementary molecular interactions 

(ie, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions) between 

bioderived polymers, rather than through chemical cross-

linking between synthetic polymers.

Conclusion
We developed injectable and photoresponsive collagen/ 

γ-PGA hydrogels by combining collagen and anionic poly 

(amino acids), γ-PGA, and investigated whether these materi-

als could be used for photothermal-modulated drug delivery 

and magnetic relaxation switching. By taking advantage of 

the abundant carboxylate groups on γ-PGA, cationic-charged 

antitumor drugs and magnetic nanoparticles as MRI contrast 

agents were successfully loaded into the collagen/γ-PGA 

hydrogels. By increasing the temperature of collagen/γ-PGA/

Dox/ICG/MnFe
2
O

4
 hydrogels using NIR light, the release 

of encapsulated anticancer drugs and magnetic relaxation 

between magnetic nanoparticles were successfully modu-

lated. The injectable and photoresponsive collagen/γ-PGA 

hydrogels developed in this study may be useful for drug 

delivery, tissue engineering, and cell-based cancer therapy 

because both the release kinetics of loaded therapeutic com-

ponents and signal change of molecular imaging probes can 

be modulated to treat and monitor the microenvironment of 

the injection site.47–54
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Supplementary materials

° °

° °

Figure S2 Fluorescence recovery of Icg in collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogels according to the phase transition of hydrogel before and after irradiation with an NIr laser.
Notes: (A) Representative NIR fluorescence images and (B) relative signal intensity of rOI before (hydrogel state at 37°c) and after (low-viscosity state over 42°c) 
irradiation with an NIr laser.
Abbreviations: Icg, indocyanine green; γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); NIr, near-infrared; rOI, region of interest.

°
Figure S1 Phase transition behavior of collagen/γ-Pga hydrogel measured by elastic modulus with temperature sweep.
Notes: elastic modulus was measured by the oscillatory mode at 1 rad/sec of frequency with a 2% constant strain value. The temperature was raised from 10°c to 50°c 
at a rate of 2°c/min.
Abbreviation: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid).
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Figure S4 In vivo temperature change in mice injected with collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogel after irradiation with an NIr laser.
Notes: Temperature difference (ΔT) in mice injected with collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogels before and after irradiation with an NIr laser. The concentrations of Icg in the 
hydrogels were 0, 10, and 100 µg/ml respectively. Data are presented as the mean ± sD (n=3). *P,0.05, **P,0.01, ***P,0.001.
Abbreviations: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); Icg, indocyanine green; NIr, near-infrared; sD, standard deviation.

°

Figure S3 In vitro temperature change in collagen/γ-Pga/Icg hydrogel with various concentrations of Icg after irradiation with an NIr laser over time.
Note: The concentrations of Icg in the hydrogels were 0, 10, 100, and 200 µg/ml respectively.
Abbreviations: γ-Pga, poly(γ-glutamic acid); Icg, indocyanine green; NIr, near-infrared.
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